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Burton announces winner of Spiderman competition

Burton has announced the winner of a prize draw launched in conjunction with the DVD and
Blu-ray release of "The Amazing Spiderman."

London, England (PRWEB UK) 12 January 2013 -- Burton has announced Tim Ford from Romford as the
winner of its prize draw, run in conjunction with the release of "The Amazing Spiderman" on DVD and Blu-
ray.

Burton fans could enter the prize draw via the Burton Facebook page and the lucky winner walked off with
PS3, a copy of the Spiderman PS game and "The Amazing Spiderman" on Blu-ray.

Upon being told of the win, Tim Ford said: "What a fantastic late Christmas present and brilliant way to start
the New Year. Thank you so much to Burton for the amazing prize."

"The Amazing Spider-Man" directed by Marc Webb, is Columbia Pictures' reboot of the Spiderman series
and portrays the character's origin story and his development into a superhero while a high school student. The
film stars Andrew Garfield in the title role, with Emma Stone as Gwen Stacy and Rhys Ifans as Dr. Curt
Connors. The film was also a box office success, becoming the 44th highest-grossing film of all time and
the fourth highest-grossing film of 2012.

Spidey fans can find out what happens next in the story by playing the PS3 game, with the all new epilogue
episode uncovering the rest of Peter Parker's untold story. The story was crafted by Kevin Fahey, an acclaimed
Hollywood writer who was commended for his work on the re-imagined 'Battlestar Galactica'. Players use real-
time navigational and combat choices in the game to fight crime and pull off Spiderman's signature acrobatic
moves like never before.

About Burton:
Burton is the outfitter of the Modern British Man. It combines a long heritage of tailoring with a modern take
on casual wear. Burton is one of the most successful menswear brands on the high street and has over 400
stores in the UK and Republic of Ireland.

Burton believes in combining accessible style with great value. It wants fashion to be easy and comfortable as
well as stylish. The company prides itself on great fit, fabric and detail which can easily be added and combined
to update any contemporary wardrobe. Burton embraces its British tailoring roots, in a great range of men’s
suits, but also understands the importance of kicking back in a great pair of jeans, chinos or a comfy hoodie.
Burton loves a good laugh and it loves its sport, but it also knows the importance of "looking the business".
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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